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neckline trimmed

neckline trimmed

with 1:1 rib knit fabric

with 1:1 rib knit fabric

``
RESIST R01
600
01-X

``
RESIST HEAVY R03

950
00

600
01-X

Single Jersey,

Single Jersey,

100 % pre-shrunk cotton, 160 g/m2

100 % pre-shrunk cotton, 200 g/m2

S - 4XL

washable up to
and up to 60 °C

95 °C (white)
(colour)

pre-shrunk

S - 4XL

95 °C (white)

washable up to
and up to 60 °C

950
00

00

94

01

02

05

15

06

95

04

(colour)

07

``preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures

at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
``cut with side seams
``neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
``fixing shoulder seams

94

01

02

05

06

04

07

cotton 200 g/m2

cotton resistant to higher temperatures
at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
``cut with side seams
``neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
``fixing shoulder seams

neckline trimmed

``
RESIST HEAVY R04

pre-shrunk

``washable

00

``preshrunk
``washable

cotton 160 g/m2

``
RESIST R02
600
01-X

with 1:1 rib knit fabric

950
00

100 % pre-shrunk cotton, 160 g/m

100 % pre-shrunk cotton, 200 g/m2

S - 3XL

S - 3XL

2

with 1:1 rib knit fabric

washable up to
95 °C (white)
and up to 60 °C
(colour)

pre-shrunk
cotton 160 g/m

washable up to
00

94

01

02

05

15

06

95

``washable

at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
fit cut with side seams
``neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
``fixing shoulder seams
``shorter sleeves

retro reflective

W05

600

band on the back

58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

00

94

and up to 60 °C

``preshrunk

(colour)

``washable

pre-shrunk

01

02

05

06

04

07

cotton resistant to higher temperatures
at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
``slight fit cut with side seams
``neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
``fixing shoulder seams
``shorter sleeves

cotton 200 g/m2

retro reflective
band on the back
part

``
RANGER W06
600

Linen texture, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, 270 g/m²
elastic waistband
with a drawcord

(CORDURA® 100 % PAD, 210 g/m²)
46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),

multifunctional
02/01

166

95 °C (white)

58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

with a drawcord

pockets

47

Twill, 100 % cotton, 270 g/m2
46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),

multifunctional

07

``slight

``
WOODY

elastic waistband

04

``preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures

2

part

950
00

Single Jersey,

Single Jersey,
neckline trimmed

600
01-X

``retro

94/01

reflective band on the back part
``multifunctional pockets
``elastic waistband with a drawcord
``double layered back part for more durability
``hammer loop

pockets
CORDURA® in
a contrast colour

02/01

94/01

``retro

reflective band on the back part
pockets
``elastic waistband with a drawcord
``hammer loop
``CORDURA® in a contrast colour
``multifunctional

167

trimmed neckline and
hems with 1:1 rib knit

``
RESIST LS R05
600
01-X

fabric

950
00

Single Jersey,
washable up to
95 °C (white)

100 % pre-shrunk cotton, 160 g/m2
S - 3XL

and up to 60 °C
(colour)

00

94

01

02

05

06

04

07

pre-shrunk
cotton 160 g/m2

``preshrunk

cotton resistant
to higher temperatures
``washable at 95 °C (white)
and at 60 °C (colour)
``cut with side seams
``neckline trimmed with
1:1 rib knit fabric
``fixing shoulder seams
``long sleeves with cuffs
``1:1 rib knit cuff

168

169

``
JACKET HI-Q 506

antipilling finish

shoulders covered
400

with a waterproof,
abrasion-resistant
fabric

``
JACKET 501
400

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish

Complementary material: Rip Stop with a PU overlay 210T nylon

280 g/m2, S - 4XL

360 g/m2, S - 3XL

4XL size available in colours 01, 02, 05, 23, 94

antipilling finish

36

94

01

05

69

06

23

00

36

94

01

62

69

11

23

02

05

06

02

two front zip pockets

two front zip pockets
``unisex

fleece jacket with zipper
sporty design
``highly insulating material
``shoulders covered with a waterproof,
abrasion-resistant fabric
``two inset pockets with zippers
``sleeves adjustable by velcro
``attractive

sleeves adjustable

``gents

elastic drawstring

by velcro

antipilling finish

fleece jacket in a classic cut
hem adjustable with an elastic string
``antipilling finish on the outer side
``sleeve cuffs with elastic band
``two zip pockets
``lower

``
NEXT 518

antipilling finish

``
JACKET 504

400

400

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish

280 g/m , XS - 3XL

280 g/m2, XS - 2XL

2

00

36

94

01

02

05

14

two front zip pockets

36

39

62

94

01

02

05

06

two front zip pockets
39

elastic drawstring

00

62

23

49

``quality

``ladies

``2

unisex fleece vest in a classic cut
front zip pockets
``lower hem adjustable with an elastic string
``antipilling finish on the outer side

``lower

11

23

fleece jacket in a classic cut
hem adjustable with an elastic string
``antipilling finish on the outer side
``two zip pockets

elastic drawstring
Novelty. More information about the stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

170

171

hanging loop

``
WOODY

W51

hanging loop

600

400

multifunctional
Twill, 100 % cotton, 270 g/m²
multifunctional
pockets

``
RANGER W53

pockets

46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),

Linen texture, 65 % polyester,
35 % cotton, 270 g/m²
(CORDURA® 100 % PAD, 210 g/m²)

58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),
58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)
CORDURA®

retroreflective
tape

elastic cuff

02/01

94/01

retroreflective tape on back
part and sleeves
sleeves ended by elastic cuffs
multifunctional pockets
the lower side hem with elastic band
hanging loop
back part with folds for easy moving

02/01

elastic cuff

94/01

retroreflective tape on back
and front part and on sleeves
elastic cuffs on sleeves
multifunctional pockets
lower hem with side cuffs - 3 snap
fasteners
hanging loop
CORDURA® used in contrast colour
pocket with flap on the sleeve

waist collar
waist collar

with elastic band

with elastic band

``
RANGER W03

``
WOODY W01
multifunctional
600

multifunctional
pockets

pockets

400

Linen texture, 65 % polyester,

Twill, 100 % cotton, 270 g/m²

35 % cotton, 270 g/m²

46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),

(CORDURA® 100 % PAD, 210 g/m²)

58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),
58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

double layer
in the knees

retroreflective

02/01

94/01

retroreflective tape on back and front part
multifunctional pockets
the side hem of the waist
collar with elastic band
double layer in the back part
and in the kneesfor more durability
hammer loop

02/01

CORDURA®

tape

94/01

retroreflective tape on lower part of the pants
multifunctional pockets
the side hem of the waist collar
with elastic band
double layer in the knees for more durability
hammer loop
CORDURA® used in contrast colour

retroreflective
tape

172

173

elastic shoulder

elastic shoulder

braces

braces

adjustable plastic

adjustable plastic

buckle closure

buckle closure

``
WOODY W02

``
RANGER W04

600

elastic band
in the back part

Twill, 100 % cotton, 270 g/m²
46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),

400

elastic band
in the back part

Linen texture, 65 % polyester,
35 % cotton, 270 g/m²
(CORDURA® 100 % PAD, 210 g/m²)

58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),
58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

02/01

94/01

02/01

double layer
in the knees

retroreflective tape under the
knees on front part
multifunctional pockets
waist adjustable with buttons
double layer in the back part
and in the knees for more durability
hammer loop
bib trousers with adjustable
plastic buckle closure
elastic shoulder braces

CORDURA®

94/01

retroreflective tape on lower
part of the pants
multifunctional pockets
waist adjustable with buttons
hammer loop
bib trousers with adjustable
plastic buckle closure
elastic shoulder braces
CORDURA® used in contrast colour

retroreflective
tape
retroreflective
tape

174

elastic band in the back part

multifunctional pockets

elastic band in the back part

multifunctional pockets

175

``
WOODY W52
hanging loop

600

Twill, 100 % cotton, 270 g/m²
retroreflective
tape

46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),
58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

02/01

multifunctional
pockets

94/01

retroreflective tape on
back and front part
multifunctional pockets
hanging loop
the lower side hem with elastic band
back part with folds for easy moving

elastic band

``
RANGER W54
CORDURA®

400

Linen texture, 65 % polyester,
35 % cotton, 270 g/m²
retroreflective
tape

multifunctional
pockets

(CORDURA® 100 % PAD, 210 g/m²)
46 - 48 (S), 50 - 52 (M), 54 - 56 (L),
58 - 60 (XL), 62 - 64 (2XL)

02/01

94/01

retroreflective tape on
back and front part
multifunctional pockets
hanging loop
lower hem with side
cuffs - 3 snap fasteners
CORDURA® used in contrast colour

3 snap
fasteners

176

177

``
HV ESSENTIAL 4V6
spherical head

400

sleeves
French terry, inner side brushed,
100 % polyester, 300 g/m²,
retroreflective bands by 3M
M - 3XL

EN ISO 20 471
3

high visibility
clothing (class 3)

EN ISO 13 688

retroreflective

97

protective clothing

98

``
HV PROTECT 1V9
400

bands by 3M

ribbed

``
HV RUNWAY 2V9

sweatshirt in fluorescent colours with
the spherical head sleeves
inner side brushed
lower hem, cuffs of sleeves and the hem of the
neck made of ribbed knitwear 1:1
certified retroreflective bands by 3M

knitwear

400

Interlock pique, 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester,

Interlock pique, 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester,

175 g/m², retroreflective bands 3M

175 g/m2, retroreflective bands 3M

S - 3XL

S - 3XL
EN ISO 20 471

EN ISO 20 471

high visibility
clothing (class 2)

high visibility
clothing (class 2)

EN ISO 13 688
97

98

protective clothing

unisex T-shirt in fluorescent colour with the
spherical head sleeves
cotton fabric on the inside for comfort
round neck lined with rib knit 1:1 from 100 % polyester
cut with side seams
certified retroreflective bands by 3M

97

98

EN ISO 13 688
protective clothing

``cut

with side seams
rib knit collar with a contrast stripe
``placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
``inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
``fixing shoulder seams
``certified retro reflective bands by 3M
``1:1

``
HV FLEECE JACKET 5V1
400

Fleece, 100 % polyester, 280 g/m²,
retroreflective bands by 3M
zipper

M - 3XL
3

EN ISO 20 471

high visibility
clothing (class 3)

EN ISO 13 688
97

98

``
HV BRIGHT 9V3

``
HV BRIGHT 9V4

protective clothing

400

elastic
drawstring

fleece jacket in fluorescent colours with zipper
two front zip pockets
spacious pocket pouches go to the lower edge
the lower hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve cuff s with elastic band
loop for hanging
antipilling finish on the outer side
certified retroreflective bands by 3M

400

Warp knit, fluorescent 100 % polyester, 120 g/m²,

Warp knit, fluorescent 100 % polyester, 120 g/m²,

retroreflective stripes

retroreflective bands

M (FH 160 - 176 cm), 2XL (FH 184 - 192 cm)

4-6 years/104-128 cm, 6-8 years/116-140 cm

EN ISO 20 471

97

98

high visibility safety vest
velcro fastening in the front

178

EN 1150

high visibility
clothing (class 2)

visibility clothingfor
non-professional use

EN ISO 13 688
protective clothing

97

98

high visibility kids safety vest
velcro fastening in the front
retroreflective bands

179

``
HV ENERGY 9V2

``
HV TWISTER 3V8

400

400

Oxford, 100 % polyester, 70 - 80 g/m²,

Single Jersey, 100 % polyester, 190 g/m²,

retroreflective band

retroreflective stripes

one size (45 x 34 cm)

one size (50 x 26 cm)

97

98

practical gymsack in fluorescent colours
retroreflective band
reflective elements in lower corners
two drawstrings
interior zip pocket (20 × 23 cm)

``
HV PRACTIC 5V9

97

98

scarf with fluorescent retroreflective stripes
the lower edges are stitched on both sides
versatile use (wearing options are
displayed on the package)

``
HV REFLEX 3V5

400

Fleece, 100 % polyester, 240 g/m²

Twill, 50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, 240 g/m²

one size

adjustable

97

98

fluorescent unisex fleece cap 2 in 1
(can be used as a neck warmer)
drawstring on the top
antipilling finish on the outer side

180

97

six-panel cap in fluorescent colour
retroreflective hem on peak
size adjustable with velcro band with
sewn-on retroreflective tape
embroidered air holes

181

